Super Ball 2022

ACCOMMODATION
Just like in 2021, the official hotel and venue for
the 2022 edition of Super Ball is the Clarion
Congress Hotel of Prague - offering slightly
more expensive rooms than in past locations,
but much better quality and service.
The Clarion Congress Hotel, located in Freyova
street 945/33, 190 00, Praha 9-Vysočany, has
everything anyone can need for a comfortable
stay, including indoor parking for 12€/night.
The hotel acts as a self-contained venue in
itself: the whole event will take place in the
massive conference hall inside the same
building, just a three-minute walk from the mall
that is also located in the premises. This
shopping mall offers several clothing and food
stores, as well as the all important food court.
The complex is surrounded by typical Czech
bars and pubs, thus providing some excellent
nightlife opportunities also.
Type

Price per person

Single

€ 65

Twin

€ 43

Triple

€ 32

*Prices include continental breakfast, wellness and gym access
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Address: Freyova 945/33, 190 00 Praha 9-Vysočany
Phone: Front desk: (+420) 211 131 139
Email: info@cchp.cz
Website: https://www.clarioncongresshotelprague.com
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HOW DO I BOOK MY BED?
This year we have enough capacity for both participants and visitors in a single place;
however, we would need all attendees to book their rooms as soon as possible to
ensure there are enough spots available. We advise all freestylers and attendees to do
the registration and payment in advance to make sure they get a room.
In order to book your bed, users will need to access the Super Ball registration
platform at GameDay (link available on the WFFA and Super Ball websites), select their
preferences and pay accordingly. If a user would like to stay in a room with a
particular friend(s), we ask them to write it in the “Preferred Roommate” space.
For questions regarding accommodation at or registration for Super Ball 2022, please
contact superball@thewffa.org.
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